We improve a recent result [Badr: Hyper-minimization in O@n P A. Int. J. Found. Comput. Sci. 20, 2009] for hyper-minimized nite automata. Namely, we present an O@n log nA algorithm that computes for a given deterministic nite automaton (dfa) an almostequivalent dfa that is as small as possiblesuch an automaton is called hyper-minimal. 6 This is an extended and revised version of: M. Holzer, A. Maletti. An n log n algorithm for hyperminimizing states in a (minimized) deterministic automaton.
Introduction
Early studies in automata theory revealed that nondeterministic and deterministic nite automata are equivalent [1] . However, nondeterministic automata can be exponentially more succinct [2, 3] (with respect to the number of states). In fact, nite automata are probably best known for being equivalent to right-linear context-free grammars, and thus, for capturing the lowest level of the Chomsky-hierarchy, which is the family of regular languages. Over the last 50 years, a vast literature documenting the importance of nite automata as an enormously valuable concept has been developed. Although, there are a lot of similarities between nondeterministic and deterministic nite automata, one important dierence is that of the minimization problem. The study of this problem also dates back to the early beginnings of automata theory. It is of practical relevance because regular languages are used in many applications, and one may like to represent the languages succinctly. While for nondeterministic automata the computation of an equivalent minimal automaton is PSPACE-complete [4] and thus highly intractable, the corresponding problem for deterministic automata is known to be eectively solvable in polynomial time [5] . An automaton is minimal if every other automaton with fewer states disagrees on acceptance for at least one input. Minimizing deterministic nite automata (dfa) is based on computing an equivalence relation on the states of the automaton and collapsing states that are equivalent. Here two states p; q P Q, where Q is the set of states of the automaton under consideration, are equivalent, if the automaton starting its computation in state p accepts the same language as the automaton if q is taken as the start state. Minimization of two equivalent dfa leads to minimal dfa that are isomorphic up to the renaming of states. Hence, minimal dfa are unique. This yields a nice characterization: A dfa M is minimal if and only if in M :
(i) there are no unreachable states and (ii) there is no pair of dierent but equivalent states.
The computation of this equivalence can be implemented in a straightforward fashion by repeatedly rening partitions starting with the partition that groups accepting and rejecting states together [5] . This yields a polynomial-time algorithm of O@n P A.
Hopcroft's algorithm [6] for minimization slightly improves the naïve implementation to a running time of O@m log nA with m a jQ ¢ ¦j and n a jQj, where ¦ is the alphabet of input symbols of the nite automaton. It is up to now the best known minimization algorithm for dfa in general. Recent developments have shown that this bound is tight for Hopcroft's algorithm [7, 8] . Thus, minimization can be seen as a form of lossless compression that can be done eectively while preserving the accepted language exactly.
Recently, a new form of minimization, namely hyper-minimization, was studied in the literature [9, 10, 11] . There the minimization or compression is done while giving up the preservation of the semantics of nite automata; i.e., the accepted language. It is clear that the semantics cannot vary arbitrarily. A related minimization method based on cover automata is presented in [12, 13] . Hyper-minimization [9, 10, 11] allows the accepted language to dier in acceptance on a nite number of inputs, which is called almost-equivalence. Thus, hyper-minimization aims to nd an almost-equivalent dfa that is as small as possible. Here an automaton is hyper-minimal if every other automaton with fewer states disagrees on acceptance for an innite number of inputs.
In [9] basic properties of hyper-minimization and hyper-minimal dfa are investigated.
Most importantly, a characterization of hyper-minimal dfa is given, which is similar to the characterization of minimal dfa mentioned above. Namely, a dfa M is hyper-minimal if and only if in M : (i) there are no unreachable states, (ii) there is no pair of dierent but equivalent states, and (iii) there is no pair of dierent but almost-equivalent states such that at least one of them is a preamble state. Here a state is called a preamble state if it is reachable from the start state by a nite number of inputs, only. Otherwise the state is called a kernel state. These properties allow a structural characterization of hyper-minimal dfa. Roughly speaking, the kernels (all states that are kernel states) of two almost-equivalent hyper-minimal automata are isomorphic in the standard sense, and their preambles are also isomorphic except for acceptance values. Thus, it turns out that hyper-minimal dfa are not necessarily unique. Nevertheless, it was shown in [9] that hyper-minimization can be done in time O@mn P A, where m a j¦ ¢ Qj and n a jQj. For a constant alphabet size this gives an O@n Q A algorithm. Later, the bound was improved [10, 11] to O@mnA. In this paper we improve this upper bound further to O@m log nA. If the alphabet size is constant, then this yields an O@n log nA algorithm. In addition, we argue that this is reasonably good because any upper bound t@nA a @nA for hyper-minimization implies that (classical) minimization can be done within t@nA. To this end, we linearly reduce minimization to hyper-minimization. Similar results were independently obtained in [14] .
The results of this paper were rst reported in [15] . This version contains the full, detailed proofs of the claims, a more elaborate example, and a few minor corrections. The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we introduce the necessary notation.
Then in Section 3 we rst describe the general background needed to perform hyperminimization, namely identifying kernel states, computing almost-equivalent states, and nally merging almost-equivalent states. Next we present a running example, and show how to implement these three sub-tasks in time O@m log nA. The formal time-complexity and correctness proofs are presented in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4 we also show the linear reduction from minimization to hyper-minimization. Finally we summarize our results and state some open problems.
Preliminaries
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. For sets S A, T B, and a function h X A 3 B, we write h@SA a f h@sA j s P S g and h I @TA a f s P A j h@sA P T g.
A relation on S is a subset of S ¢ S. The relation R on S is more rened than the relation R H on S if R R H . A relation on S is an equivalence relation if it is reexive, symmetric, and transitive. In the usual way, each equivalence relation induces a partition of S, which is a set of disjoint subsets of S such that their union is S. Conversely, every partition of S induces an equivalence relation on S.
Let S and T be sets. Their symmetric dierence S © T is @S n T A@T n SA. The sets S and T are almost-equal if S © T is nite. An alphabet ¦ is a nite set. The cardinality of an alphabet ¦ is denoted by j¦j. The set of all strings over ¦ is ¦ £ , of which the empty string is denoted by ". The concatenation of strings u; w P ¦ £ is denoted by the juxtaposition uw, and jwj denotes the length of a word w P ¦ £ . A deterministic nite automaton (dfa) is a tuple M a @Q; ¦; q H ; ; F A where Q is the nite set of states, ¦ is the alphabet of input symbols, q H P Q is the initial state, X Q ¢ ¦ 3 Q is the transition function, and F Q is the set of nal states. The transition function extends to X Q ¢ ¦ £ 3 Q as follows: @q; "A a q and @q; wA a @@q; A; wA for every q P Q, P ¦, and w P ¦ £ . The dfa M recognizes the language L@M A a f w P ¦ £ j @q H ; wA P F g.
Let 9 be an equivalence relation on Q. It is a congruence if @p; A 9 @q; A for every p 9 q and P ¦. Two states p; q P Q are equivalent, denoted by p q, if @p; wA P F if and only if @q; wA P F for every w P ¦ £ . Note that is the coarsest (i.e., least rened) congruence that respects F (i.e., a nal state cannot be congruent to a nonnal state). The dfa M is minimal if it does not have equivalent states. The notion minimal is justied by the fact that no dfa with fewer states also recognizes L@M A if M is minimal.
A minimal dfa that is equivalent to M can eciently be computed using Hopcroft's algorithm [6] , which runs in time O@m log nA where m a jQ ¢ ¦j and n a jQj.
In the following, let M be minimal. We recall a few central notions from [9] 
Hyper-minimization
Minimization, which yields an equivalent dfa that is as small as possible, can be considered as a form of lossless compression. Sometimes the compression rate is more important than the preservation of the semantics. This leads to the area of lossy compression where the goal is to compress even further at the expense of errors (typically with respect to some error prole). Our error prole is very simple here: we allow a nite number of errors. Consequently, we call two dfa M I and M P almost-equivalent if their languages L@M I A and L@M P A are almost-equal. A dfa that admits no smaller almostequivalent dfa is called hyper-minimal. Hyper-minimization [9, 10, 11] aims to nd an almost-equivalent hyper-minimal dfa. In [14] hyper-minimization is also discussed for a more rened error prole, in which the length of the error-words can be restricted.
Recall that M a @Q; ¦; q H ; ; F A is a minimal dfa. In addition, let m a jQ ¢ ¦j and n a jQj. The contributions [9, 10, 11, 14] report hyper-minimization algorithms for M that run in time O@mn P A, O@mnA, and O@m log nA, respectively. Note that [14] was obtained independently from our research reported here. Our aim was to develop a hyper-minimization algorithm that runs in time O@m log nA.
Let us start with the formal development. Roughly speaking, minimization aims to identify equivalent states, and hyper-minimization aims to identify almost-equivalent states, which we dene next.
Denition 1 (cf. [9, Denition 2.2]). For all states p; q P Q, we say that p and q are almost-equivalent, denoted by p $ q, if there exists k ! H such that @p; wA a @q; wA for every w P ¦ £ with jwj ! k.
The overall structure of the hyper-minimization algorithm of [10, 11] is presented in Algorithm 1. Note that compared to [10, 11] , we exchanged lines P and Q. Minimize Algorithm 1 Overall structure of the hyper-minimization algorithm of [10, 11] is not changed.
Whenever we discuss algorithms, we generally assume that the preconditions (Require) are met. If we call a procedure in one of our algorithms, then we will argue why the preconditions of that procedure are met.
Theorem 2 ([9, Section 4]). Algorithm 2 returns a hyper-minimal dfa that is almostequivalent to M in time O@mA.
Proof (Sketch). The correctness is proved in detail in [9] . Globally, the selection process runs in time O@nA if the almost-equivalence is supplied as a partition. Then an iteration over the transitions can perform the required merges in time O@mA. Since the surviving state of a merge is never merged into another state, each transition is redirected at most once. In fact, if the merge is implemented by a pointer redirect, then Algorithm 2 can be implemented to run in time O@nA. It will be shown in Section 3.1, how to compute this set. The almost-equivalence $ is the equivalence relation induced by the partition ffC; Dg; fG; H; I; J g; fL; M g; fP; Qgg ;
which we show in Section 3.2. Now we enter the main loop of Algorithm 2. In the blocks fL; M g and fP; Qg there are no preamble states to be merged. The result of all merges is the dfa displayed in Algorithm 2 Merging almost-equivalent states (see [9] 
Identication of kernel states
As we have seen in Algorithm 2, kernel states play a special rôle because we never merge two kernel states. It is shown in [9, 10, 11] , how to identify the kernel states in time O@mnA. However, the kernel states can also be computed using a well-known algorithm (see Algorithm 3) due to Tarjan [16] Proof. With Tarjan's algorithm [16] (or equivalently the algorithms by Gabow [17, 18] or Kosaraju [19, 20] ) we can identify the strongly connected components (strongly connected states) in time O@m C nA. Algorithm ffAg; fBg; fC g; fDg; fE ; F g; fGg; fH g; fI g; fJ g; fLg; fM g; fP g; fQg; fRgg of strongly connected components. Consequently, the center states are fE ; F; J; M; P; Rg, and the depth-rst search marks the states fE ; F; I; J; L; M; P; Q; Rg, which is the set of kernel states. 
Identication of almost-equivalent states
The identication of almost-equivalent states is slightly more dicult. We improve the strategy of [9] , which runs in time O@mn P A, by avoiding pairwise comparisons, which yields an improvement by a factor n, and by merging states with a specic strategy, which reduces a factor n to log n.
Essentially, the same strategy was independently employed by [14] .
Let us attempt to explain Algorithm 4. The vector @@q; A j P ¦A is called the follow-vector of q. Formally, the follow-vector is an element of Q ¦ , which denotes the set of all functions f X ¦ 3 Q. The algorithm keeps a set I of states that need to be processed and a set P of states that are still useful. Both sets are initially Q and the hash map h, which is of type h X Q ¦ 3 Q, is initially empty; i.e., all values are unassociated. Moreover, the algorithm sets up a partition of Q, which is initially the trivial partition, in which each state forms its own block (lines 1 and 2). The algorithm iteratively processes a state of I and computes its follow-vector. If the follow-vector is not yet associated in h, then the follow-vector will simply be stored in h. The algorithm proceeds in this fashion until it nds a state, whose follow-vector is already stored in h. It then extracts the state with the same follow-vector from h and compares the sizes of the blocks in that the two states belong to. Suppose (without loss of generality) that p (q, respectively) is the state that belongs to the smaller (larger, respectively) block. Then we merge p into q and remove p from P because it is now useless. In addition, we update the block of q to include the block of p and add all states that have transitions leading to p to I because their follow-vectors have changed due to the merge. Note that the last step might add q From Table 1 we obtain the nal partition ffAg; fBg; fC; Dg; fE g; fF g; fG; H; I; J g; fL; M g; fP; Qg; fRgg :
This coincides with the partition obtained in [9, Figure 2 ]. In the next sections we will take a detailed look at the time complexity (Section 4) and the correctness (Section 5) of Algorithm 4.
Time complexity of Algorithm 4
In this and the next section, we only discuss Algorithm 4, so all line references are to Algorithm 4 unless explicitly stated otherwise. Obviously, the hash map avoids the pairwise comparisons, and here we will show that our merging strategy realizes the reduction of a factor n to just log n (compared to the algorithm of [9] ). Line 14 is particularly interesting for the time complexity because it might add to the set I, which controls the main loop. We start with a few simple loop invariants.
(i) I P , (ii) f @pA j p P P g is a partition of Q, (iii) @@r; A j P ¦A P P ¦ for every r P Q, (iv) h@P ¦ A a P n I, and (v) h I @P n IA P ¦ a f @@r; A j P ¦A j r P P n I g. Naturally, the symbols used refer to the ones of Algorithm 4 with their current values.
Roughly speaking, (i) means that no useless state is ever active. The second statement yields that for every q P Q there exists an equivalent p P P . The third and fourth statement essentially show that useless states have no incoming transitions and the follow-vectors that are stored in h belong to useful, but inactive states. Together, those statements guarantee that p T a q in lines 1016. Finally, statements (iv) and (v) together say that the current follow-vectors of all useful, but inactive states (and only those) are stored in h and that they are all dierent.
Lemma 7. Before every execution of line 6 we have:
(i) I P , (ii) f @pA j p P P g is a partition of Q, (iii) @@r; A j P ¦A P P ¦ for every r P Q, (iv) h@P ¦ A a P n I, and (v) h I @P n IA P ¦ a f @@r; A j P ¦A j r P P n I g.
Proof. Clearly, we have to prove that the properties are true before entering the main loop and are preserved in each iteration. Trivially, all statements are true before entering the loop because I a Q a P , h@Q ¦ A a Y, and each state is its own block (after execution of lines 12). In the loop, the state q is removed from I in line 7. Thus, q P P by statement (i). Next, its follow-vector su is computed. Note that q P P n I because I no longer contains q. Moreover, q = P h@P ¦ A, which means that q has no association to a current follow-vector.
If no value is stored in h for su, then su is associated to q in h. Clearly, I P , which proves statement (i). Statements (ii) and (iii) trivially remain true because neither P nor nor are changed. Since q P P n I, su P P ¦ , and su = P h I @QA, statements (iv) and (v) are also true, where for statement (v) we additionally use that q
was not associated to a current follow-vector. This proves all statements in this case.
If the condition of line 9 is true, then the state p that is stored under the followvector su is retrieved. Note that p P P n I and p T a q by statements (iii) and (iv).
Since we only know q P P n I about q, the swap is irrelevant for the remainder of the proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that the condition in line 11 is false. If it is true and the swap occurs, then we can prove the statements in the same fashion with p and q exchanged. Next, p is removed from P in line 13 and all states of this new P that have a transition to p are added to I. Note that we might add q to I, but cannot add p to I. Since we only added states of P to I, we proved statement (i). Next, we merge p into q, which yields that all transitions to p are redirected to q. Since p T a q and q P P , we proved statement (iii). In line 16 we combine the blocks of p and q in . Statement (ii) is true because p = P P , q P P , and the result is clearly a partition. In the nal step, we associate su with q in h. For statements (iv) and (v), let us remark that P n I, when compared to its value U in the previous iteration, now no longer contains p and every state added to I in line 14, but might now contain q if q = P I. Each state of U had exactly one association to its then (before the merge in line 15) current follow-vector in h by statements (iv) and (v). If its follow-vector changed due to the merge, then it is no longer in h@P ¦ A and no longer in P n I because the follow-vector changes if and only if it has a transition to p. If q = P I, then su P P ¦ is the current follow-vector of q and it replaces the entry for p. Thus, we obtain statements (iv) and (v).
£
Now we are ready to state the main complexity lemma. To simplify the argument, we call @r; A a transition for every r P Q and P ¦. show that the O@m log nA bound is tight for that algorithm [7] even under any possible implementation [8] .
Correctness of Algorithm 4
In this section, we prove that Algorithm 4 is correct. We will use [9, Lemma 2.10] for the correctness proof. To keep the paper self-contained, we repeat the required result and sketch its proof. Recall that $ is the almost-equivalence and that all congruences are relative to M .
Lemma 10 ([9, Lemma 2.10]). The equivalence $ is the most rened congruence 9 such that @yA for every p; q P Q: @p; A 9 @q; A for every P ¦ implies p 9 q.
Proof. Clearly, the congruences with property @yA are closed under intersection. Since there are only nitely many congruences, the most rened congruence 9 £ By statement (ii) of Lemma 7, f @pA j p P P g is a partition of Q before every execution of line 6. Next, we prove that the induced equivalence relation is a congruence.
Lemma 11. Before every execution of line 6, induces a congruence 9 with 9 $.
Proof. Let a be the transition function of M at the beginning of the algorithm.
We prove the following loop invariants:
(i) 9 is a congruence,
(ii) @r; A 9 @r; A for every r P Q and P ¦, and (iii) p 9 q implies p $ q for every p; q P Q.
Before entering the main loop, trivially induces the identity congruence, which also shows statement (iii 
because p $ a q and by statement (ii). This proves statement (ii). For the remaining statements (i) and (iii), either q I 9 q P or q I 9 p and q 9 q P . The third case, in which q I 9 q and p 9 q P can be handled like the second case. Let us handle the rst case, in which statement (iii) trivially holds. Moreover, using the analogue of (1) Proof. Before we can prove the theorem as already indicated, we need two auxiliary loop invariants. Let a at the beginning of the algorithm, and let 9 be the congruence induced by . We prove the two invariants (i) q I 9 q P implies q I a q P for every q I ; q P P P , and (ii) for every q I ; q P P P n I: if @q I ; A a @q P ; A for every P ¦, then q I a q P .
Clearly, both statements are true before entering the loop because 9 is the equality and P a Q a I. If the condition in line 9 is false, then statement (i) trivially remains true.
Since q is no longer in I, we need to prove statement (ii) for q P fq I ; q P g. Because there
was no entry at su in h, su P P ¦ , and h@P ¦ A a P n I by statements (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 7, we know that q I a q a q P , which proves statement (ii). Now when is changed in line 16, we already merged p into q in line 15. Let $ a be the equivalence induced by the new partition (after execution of line 17) and H be the transition function after the potential merge. Moreover, let q I ; q P P P such that q I $ a q P . Note that q I T a p T a q P because p = P P . As in the proof of Lemma 10, either q I 9 q P or q I 9 p and q 9 q P . The third case is again symmetric to the second. The second case is contradictory because q I 9 p implies q I a p by statement (i), but q I T a p. Thus, q I 9 q P and q I a q P by statement (i). For statement (ii), additionally, let q I ; q P P P n I However, if the rst case applies, then q I P I (q P P I, respectively), which is contradictory. Thus, @q I ; A a H @q I ; A a H @q P ; A a @q P ; A, and we can use statement (ii) to prove the statement unless q P fq I ; q P g. Without loss of generality, let q I a q. Only the state p extracted in line 10 has the same follow-vector by statement (v) of Lemma 7, but q P T a p. This proves q I a q a q P , and thus, we proved the auxiliary statements.
Let 9 be the equivalence returned by Algorithm 4. By Lemma 11, the congruence 9 is more rened than the almost-equivalence $. Thus, if 9 has property @yA, then 9 and $ coincide by Lemma 10. It remains to prove property @yA for 9. Let q I ; q P P Q be such that @q I ; A 9 @q P ; A for every P ¦. By assumption, statement (ii) of Lemma 7, and statements (i) and (ii) in the proof of Lemma 11, there exist p I 9 q I and p P 9 q P such that @p I ; A 9 @q I ; A 9 @q I ; A 9 @q P ; A 9 @q P ; A 9 @p P ; A :
Due to statement (iii) of Lemma 7 we have @p I ; A P P and @p P ; A P P . With the help of the rst property we obtain @p I ; A a @p P ; A for every P ¦. Since the algorithm terminates with I a Y, we can apply statement (ii) to obtain p I a p P , which together with q I 9 p I a p P 9 q P proves that q I 9 q P . Thus, 9 has property @yA.
£
Finally, we can collect our results in the next theorem, which is the main contribution of this paper.
Theorem 13. For every dfa we can obtain an almost-equivalent, hyper-minimal dfa in time O@m log nA.
Conclusions
We have designed an O@m log nA algorithm, where m a jQ ¢ ¦j and n a jQj, that computes a hyper-minimized dfa from a given dfa @Q; ¦; q H ; ; F A. The hyper-minimized dfa may have fewer states than the classical minimized dfa. Its accepted language is almost-equal to the original one, which means that it diers in acceptance on only a nite number of inputs. Since hyper-minimization is a very new eld of research, most of the standard questions related to descriptional complexity such as, for example, nondeterministic automata to dfa conversion with respect to hyper-minimality, are problems of further research.
